Get Your Motor Running

Most men are born with a lust for women and for things that go fast. Put the words sex and drive together, and you’re onto something. In fact, a beautiful woman and a beautiful automobile have a few things in common. Both have hot bodies, with sensuous curves and an occasional angle. Both have personalities of their own, with idiosyncrasies and occasional bursts of fury. Both are built for speed, once you strap yourself in. And both can bring out depths of emotion in you that you didn’t know existed—love, lust, fear, thrills, all raised to the highest order. Thus, it makes sense that hot women and sexy cars end up in pictures together. It’s a tradition of photography that goes back decades, and certainly one that Playboy has toyed with for years. In this one-of-a-kind Playboy Special Edition, we bring you a bevy of exquisite models—cars and women communing. We collected these shots from our many foreign editions in Europe, South America and the Far East, for your private viewing pleasure. Just don’t look at this Special Edition while you’re driving, okay? Now turn the page and we’ll put the pedal to the metal.
Desert Fox
BERNADETTE KASPAR
An Austrian model in all-American iron.
Dutch Baby

LISA MAARSEVEEN

A Zandaam-born beauty
road-trips across Ibiza.
Pole Position

KASIA DANYSZ

Paradise by the dashboard lights.
Hey Little Cobra

DANIELA GOLM

A Berlin babe hits the Nürburgring.
Outdoor Action

MANDY ALEXANDER

A Dutch model leaves the pavement behind.
On the Road
MAGDALENA MUZYKA
This Polish vixen drives us crazy.
Day Tripper

SANDRA LATKO

Across Majorca with a German temptress.
Red Hot

NICOLETA MACARENCU

A Romanian bikini model, minus her bikini.
Thunder Road

MIA MAIX

A peek into a private garage in Slovakia.
She Can’t Drive 55
INESSA TUSHKANOVA
This Ukrainian beauty is a real pro rally driver.
Vintage Model

KATERYNA IUSPINA
This Ukraine national is smoking in Cuba.
Heart Like a Wheel

KOCSIS ORSI

Anyone hungry for a Hungarian?